From digital transformation to
real industrial opportunities
Accelerating sustainable business
value across engineering,
operations, and performance

Key digital transformation priorities

Around the globe,
modern enterprises are
making investments in
digital transformation
a priority to evolve the
way their facilities and
assets perform.

75%
making sense of data utilizing
AI and real-time visualization1

74%

71%

fostering collaboration
through Advanced Process
and Engineering design1

increased safety and
cybersecurity capabilities1

The push toward digital transformation also promises
signiﬁcant new business value across a broad variety of industries.

$400 billion2

$1.3 trillion2

mining and
metals industries

$550 billion2

electricity
sector

chemicals
industry

But the reality is that, for many businesses, digital transformation
is more difﬁcult to achieve than expected.

81%

86%

have had digital projects
fail, suffer delays, or get
scaled back3

of businesses have been
prevented from pursuing
new transformation projects
and digital services3

42%

are behind schedule or at
risk of falling behind3

How does AVEVA address these challenges and
optimize your digital transformation ROI?
Open and system agnostic software

Technical and commercial ﬂexibility

Seamlessly share data and insights
across multiple platforms

Respond to unforeseen events
automatically with highly adaptive
implementations

We align key
technology investment
pillars to design a
digital architecture that
ﬁts your business.

Safety, security, and trust

Digital ecosystem

Mitigate risk and protect critical data with
stringent cybersecurity approaches

Back your investment with a multidisciplinary
ecosystem of technology partners

What happens when your
company digitally transforms?

Your brand
remains customer-centric

Value chains
become digital nervous
systems that can quickly
adapt to market conditions

Workers
become problem solvers
who bring judgement,
imagination, and improvisation
for agility and innovation

Products
become information streams
enabling transparency
and traceability across the
design-to-dispose lifecycle

Work processes
become information loops
enabling closed-loop feedback,
precision control, and continuous
improvment

Physical assets
become information
appliances that are
self-aware and
increasingly autonomous

Digital transformation success story:

30,000

Gaining visibility across the entire value chain
Duke Energy deployed 30,000 sensors across their facilities
Enable a more sustainable production model by extending digital
solutions beyond engineering design into operations execution and asset
management to illuminate inefﬁciencies and reveal insights.

10,000
10,000

Accelerating time to value
The sensors enabled them to develop 10,000 models
to catch failures before they occurred
Break the cost and complexity barriers associated with traditional
IT and automation by implementing low-cost sensing technology,
connected directly from the edge to the cloud.

385

Delivering returns across your enterprise
385 predictive ﬁnds over the course of three years allowed
them to avoid at least $45 million in repair costs
Enhance collaboration across multiple teams by breaking down the silos
of engineering, operations, and maintenance data through advanced
visualization and multi-experience capability.

AVEVA:
Delivering
sustainable
business value
for over 50 years

16,000+

100,000+

4,200+

5,700+

customers

sites in
130 countries

partners

certiﬁed
developers

Think differently about digital transformation and drive the insights
that accelerate business value across engineering, operations, and
performance—and capitalize on the value of big data.

Visit AVEVA to learn more:
https://sw.aveva.com/campaigns/digital-maturity-smart-paper

About AVEVA
AVEVA offers engineering, contract and information management solutions for the asset intensive industries. AVEVA software has powered some of the
most complex projects, helping customers create and maintain a digital replica of the physical asset to ensure operational excellence. Listed on the London
Stock Exchange (LSE: AVV), AVEVA has built a loyal base of over 4000 customers globally.
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